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- Islamic Finance News -

Another mid-sized unrated property developer enters
Sukuk market with novel deal
Article By Islamic Finance news On 30/01/2019 In IFN Reports

MALAYSIA: A first-time Islamic issuer today closed the first tranche of a novel Sukuk program
utilizing unbilled sales for executed property transactions involving multiple affordable housing
construction projects, an industry first.

Property developer EXSIM Development Group raised RM290 million (US$70.54 million) under its
RM2 billion (US$486.51 million) 10-year Sukuk Musharakah Islamic medium-term note program.
Under this Sukuk program, which also includes a RM1 billion (US$243.25 million) Sukuk
Murabahah Islamic commercial paper program, EXSIM and its group of companies will sell their
beneficial interest under the respective development projects. The future progress billings with
regards to the relevant development projects will be used to fund the remaining construction
costs as well as to meet the issuer’s fees, expenses and obligations under each facility. The first
tranche is secured against Nidoz Residences and D’Nuri Residences in Kuala Lumpur.

“This Sukuk is the world’s first-ever Shariah compliant structured transaction to monetize
progress billings involving multiple projects with multiple construction programs,” Charanjeev
Singh, the managing director of NewParadigm Capital Markets which developed, arranged and
advised on the transaction, told IFN. The firm also advised on a similar deal but it only
securitized future payments received from the sale of yet-to-be completed units in one project
instead of multiple projects.

Fully subscribed by investors including CIMB-Principal Asset Management, Great Eastern
Malaysia and Sun Life Malaysia, the Sukuk facility also marks the continued expansion of the
issuer universe in the world’s largest Sukuk market to include mid-market and unrated issuers.

“Key features of this Sukuk program is that the qualified project developments are the ones
rated and not the developer, which effectively allows even unlisted mid-sized property
developers to raise financing at very attractive funding rates on par with blue-chip property
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developers,” Danny Kwan, an executive director with NewParadigm, explained. The deal carries
a ‘AA3/Stable’ rating from RAM Ratings.

The deal, which has the backing of national financial guarantor Danajamin, also signifies the
increasing utilization of Islamic financial instruments in value-based transactions as it involves an
affordable housing project.

“We look forward to facilitating the EXSIM Group to realize their first corporate social
responsibility involving the development of an affordable housing project (D’Nuri). Despite the
challenging property market, both D’Nuri and Nidoz appealed to house buyers through the
combination of quality, affordability and strategic location. The projects have seen a solid take-
up with close to 100% as of the fourth quarter of 2018. We hope our participation in this
transaction will propel EXSIM Group further and bolster the government’s initiative toward
affordable housing schemes,” commented Danajamin CEO Mohamed Nazri Omar.
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